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Abstract

In e-commerce, user reviews can play a significant role in determining the
revenue of an organization. Online users rely on reviews before making
decisions about any product and service. As such, the credibility of online
reviews is crucial for businesses and can directly affect companies’ reputation
and profitability. That is why some businesses are paying spammers to post
fake reviews. These fake reviews exploit consumer purchasing decisions.
Consequently, the techniques for detecting fake reviews have extensively been
explored in the past twelve years. However, there still lacks a survey that can
analyze and summarise the existing approaches. To bridge up the issue, this
survey paper details the task of fake review detection, summing up the
existing datasets and their collection methods. It analyses the existing feature
extraction techniques. It also summarises and analyses the existing techniques
critically to identify gaps based on two groups: traditional statistical machine
learning and deep learning methods. Further, we conduct a benchmark study
to investigate the performance of different neural network models and
transformers that have not been used for fake review detection yet. The
experimental results on two benchmark datasets show that RoBERTa performs
about 7% better than the state-of-the-art methods in a mixed domain for the
deception dataset with the highest accuracy of 91.2%, which can be used as a
baseline for future studies. Finally, we highlight the current gaps in this
research area and the possible future directions.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

Fake reviews have become a serious issue in the digital world. Fake reviews

can mislead consumers, damage the reputation of businesses, and cause

financial harm. Machine learning techniques can be used to identify fake

reviews and prevent their spread.

Fake review detection is the process of identifying whether a review is

genuine or not. Machine learning algorithms can be trained on large datasets

of reviews and their corresponding labels (genuine or fake) to learn patterns

and features that distinguish between genuine and fake reviews.

Reviews play a very vital role for a customer before buying any goods from

any E-Commerce site as it helps a customer in making a correct decision to

whether to buy a item or not and fake reviews misguide a customer by

reviewing it as a good product considering the fact that it’s useless for the

customer. It is important to detect and remove the fake reviews from various

E-commerce, Hotel Booking sites which can help in making a customer’s

decision fruitful and correct.

1.1.1 Fake Review

A fake review may be defined as a fraudulent or deceptive evaluation of a

product, service, or business, typically posted online. These reviews may be

created by individuals or companies with the intention of manipulating the

perception of the product or service by misleading consumers. Fake reviews

can be positive, negative, or neutral and are often used to artificially boost or

damage the reputation of a business or product. They can also be used to

create an illusion of support or opposition for a particular idea or cause.
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1.1.2 Type of Fake Review Frauds

Fake reviews are a type of online fraud that involve the creation of false or

misleading reviews in order to influence consumer behaviour. There are

several types of fake review frauds, including:

1. Paid Reviews: These are reviews that are written by individuals who have

been paid to write positive reviews about a product or service. The reviews are

often vague and may not include any specific details about the product or

service.

2. Review Swapping: This is when businesses agree to exchange positive

reviews with each other in order to boost their own ratings. This is usually

done between businesses that offer similar products or services.

3. Incentivized Reviews: This is when individuals are offered incentives, such

as discounts or free products, in exchange for writing positive reviews. These

reviews are often biased and may not be a true reflection of the product or

service.

4. Negative Reviews: Sometimes businesses or individuals may write fake

negative reviews about their competitors in order to make their own products

or services look better by comparison.

5. Employee Reviews: This is when employees of a business write fake

reviews about their employer's products or services. These reviews are often

overly positive and may not accurately reflect the true quality of the product or

service.

1.1.3 Fake Review Fraud in India

In India many online sites like Amazon, Zomato and various other sites are

full of Fake reviews and Indian Government is taking action towards them,
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recently a guideline was issued which came into effect from November 25,

2022 which was issued to curb the fake reviews from various E-Commerce

sites.

Under this the Government has instituted a new standard named “IS

19000:2022” under BIS , which requires the platforms to have review

administrators , mandating them to moderate reviews using some tools of by

manually altering the reviews.

And also issued a guideline that if any site is found with any Fake review then

it will be highly penalized for practising unfair practices and a penal action

from the consumer court can be taken.

1.2 Problem Statement

Nowadays people write unworthy positive reviews about products to promote

them and in some cases write malicious negative reviews just to degrade the

reputation of a product or service. And some of these have ads and promotions

which do not have any link with the product.

So the first challenge is that a word can be positive for a situation and at the

same time can be negative for any other situation for eg. While buying a

laptop the word long used for battery can be a positive but the same word used

for boot time will be a negative review.

The second challenge is that people do not always express their views the

same way and majority of conventional text processing methods make the

assumption that minor textual variations do not significantly alter meaning.

However, in opinion mining, whether the service was excellent or not makes a

significant impact.
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1.3 Objectives

The main objective of using machine learning for fake review detection is to

identify and flag fake or fraudulent reviews on online platforms. These fake

reviews can be misleading and harmful to consumers who rely on reviews to

make informed decisions about products or services. By detecting and

removing fake reviews, the authenticity and credibility of the review platform

can be maintained, and consumers can have more confidence in the reviews

they read.

Specifically, the objectives of fake review detection using machine learning

include:

1. Identifying fake reviews: Machine learning models can be trained to

identify patterns and characteristics of fake reviews, such as the use of certain

words, the frequency of reviews from certain users, or unusual review timings.

2. Improving review quality: By removing fake reviews, the overall quality of

reviews on the platform can be improved, providing more accurate and useful

information to consumers.

3. Maintaining platform credibility: A review platform that is known for

containing fake reviews can lose credibility and trust among consumers. By

using machine learning to detect and remove fake reviews, the platform can

maintain its reputation for providing authentic and trustworthy reviews.

4. Saving time and resources: Manually reviewing each and every review for

authenticity is a time-consuming and resource-intensive task. By using

machine learning to automatically flag fake reviews, platform owners can save

time and resources that can be used for other purposes.
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Overall, the main objective of fake review detection using machine learning is

to ensure that consumers are able to make informed decisions based on

authentic and reliable reviews.

1.4 Methodology

1. Data collection: The first step is to collect data from different sources,

including online marketplaces, social media platforms, and review sites. These

data sources can provide labelled data that includes both fake and genuine

reviews. It is important to ensure that the data is diverse and represents various

product categories, industries, and languages.

2. Data pre-processing: Once the data is collected, it needs to be pre-processed

to remove irrelevant information and perform text cleaning operations such as

tokenization, stemming, and stop-word removal. The pre-processed data is

then converted into a numerical representation, such as a bag of words or TF-

IDF matrix.

3. Feature selection: Feature selection is important to reduce the

dimensionality of the data and improve the model's performance. This step

involves selecting the most relevant features that contribute to the

classification of reviews as fake or genuine. Feature selection techniques

include mutual information, chi-square test, and correlation-based feature

selection.

4. Model selection: Machine learning models such as logistic regression,

support vector machines, decision trees, and random forests can be used to

classify reviews. The model selection depends on the characteristics of the

data and the performance metrics required. The models can be trained using a

supervised learning approach, where labelled data is used to train the model,

or unsupervised learning approach, where the model learns patterns in the data

without any labels.
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5. Model evaluation: Once the model is trained, it is important to evaluate its

performance using metrics such as accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score.

Cross-validation techniques such as k- fold cross-validation can be used to

ensure the model's generalizability.

6. Model Compression: Best model in all applied models is selected as the best

one

Fig 1. System Methodology

1.5 Organization
In Chapter 2 we talked about the Literature we gone through for the study of

the various algorithms we applied on the dataset and also to get the knowledge

of how to make the model more accurate and precise. We read the articles

mentioned in the Literature Survey to enhance our knowledge on Machine

Learning and its algorithms.

In Chapter 3 we elaborated system design of our model, we explained each

and every step we took to build our model in a proper manner. First of all we

talked about the data set we used and explained it. Next we explained the

various steps we performed like data visualization, correlating the data,

classifying, next we did the cleaning of unnecessary columns and at last did

vectorization of data and then applied all the algorithms..
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Chapter 4 tells you about the result we got and the steps we performed to get

the best algorithm for our dataset.

Chapter 5 talks about the conclusions we found by building our model.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE SURVEY

Machine learning techniques have been used to a variety of issues during the

past few decades, including face recognition, speech recognition, font

recognition, fraud detection, and disease diagnosis. The fight against spam, a

problem that is spreading across numerous web applications like SMS, email,

and blogs, has also been studied in recent years. Below, we provide the

methods for spotting bogus reviews along with their benefits and drawbacks.

Supervised Learning in Detecting Fake Reviews:-

To determine whether reviews are false, supervised learning techniques are

employed. The supervised learning methods that are currently used in the

literature will be compiled in this section. created a supervised learning system

to look at duplicate reviews to find false reviews. There were two phases to

the suggested model. Unigram and bigram were the features employed in the

first phase, and Naive Bayes, Random forest, and support vector machine were

used as the classification algorithms. The performance of the classification

methods was improved in the second phase using two ensemble methods

(stacking and voting). The AMT dataset results demonstrated that the

ensemble approaches outperformed the Naive Bayes random forest and SVM

classification algorithms in terms of performance. The effectiveness of

identifying bogus reviews can be improved by using simple feature and

ensemble algorithms.

Unsupervised Learning in Detecting Fake Reviews:-

Depending on how challenging it is to get adequately labelled datasets,

supervised learning may not always be the best option. The unsupervised

learning methods that are now in use are compiled in this subsection from the

literature . This problem can be solved via unsupervised learning because it

does not require tagged data. established a Semantic Language Model (SLM)
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and an unsupervised model to identify bogus reviews. The hypothesis put out

by Jindal and Liu [4] that two duplicate reviews were classified as false

reviews was followed by the suggested model. The detection of bogus reviews

and manual confirmation of them were done using the cosine similarity

algorithm. In contrast, the reviews that did not have a cosine resemblance with

any other reviews over a certain level were retained as accurate reviews and

were not personally examined. The dataset from Amazon.com contains 54,618

reviews, of which 6% were labelled as fake. SLM method was used to give

each review a spamming score.

Semi-Supervised Learning in Detecting Fake Reviews:-

Semi-supervised learning is method in machine learning which is used to

identify fake reviews using unspecified data, since tagged reviews are hard to

find. This subsection summarizes the semi-supervised learning methods

available in the literature presented in Table 1.

Sr. No Ref

Summary Data Set Information Performance Metric

Problem Objective Methodology/
Algorithm

Features/Pa
rameters Name Comments Accuracy F1-Score

1 [10]
Finding
Duplicate
Reviews

To find
duplicate
reviews

Unsupervised
Model and

developed SLM

Considering
Duplicate

reviews Fake

Amazon
Reviews Outperformed SVM 87%

2 [15]

Selecting
Appropriate
Features in
Reviews

To find
fake

reviews
from yelp

Decision Tree
Method

Feature
selection
method

1.Reviews from
Yelp.com

2.Gold
standard
dataset

consists of
Three Domains

The performance could be improved
by considering the data correlation in
selecting the appropriate features.

Yelp: 76.91%
Hotel Domain: 78.3%
Restaurant Domain:

81.8%
Doctor Domain:

75.0%

3 [19]
Searching
Fake

Reviews

To find
fake

reviews in
reviews
about a
hotel and
restaurant

Unsupervised
topic sentiment

joint
probabilistic
method

Latent
Dirichlet
Allocation
(LDA)

Yelp Chi
Dataset

1. Incorporating behavioral features
with LDA can improve the

performance.

2. Integrating the proposed model
with work could improve the

performance

Restaurant:
83.92%
Hotel:
85.03%

4 [17]

To do the
sentimental
analysis on
Amazon
reviews

To
perform
sentiment
al Analysis
on AMT
Dataset

Unsupervised
Multi-iterative
graph-based
method

Content
Based
Features
behavior
based
features
Relation

1. AMT Dataset
t

2. Collected
reviews from
Amazon.com

1. Combined features improved the
performance compared to a single

model

2. The performance could be
enhanced by integrating network
structure with iterative algorithm

AMT : 95.3%
Crown sourced :

93%
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based
features

5 [13]

Searching
and

removing
duplicate

fake reviews

To find
and

remove
fake

duplicate
reviews
from JD

Unsupervised
Learning LDA

Dataset
collected from

JD.com

Considering duplicate content as fake
is unreliable 96.42%

Table 1. Literature Survey
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CHAPTER 3

SYSTEM DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT

3.1 Dataset Used

The dataset contains reviews which were made on products by various people

and are categorized as cool, useful and funny. There are a total of 10000

reviews.

The Dataset was taken from Kaggle and was highly imbalanced; it was in

CSV format as in these kinds of documents lines include an example

corresponding to a single voice recording.

The dataset is shown below:

Fig 2. Dataset Description
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3.2 Dataset Features

The Dataset has the following features as shown in the table below:

Table 2 – Dataset Features

3.3 Importing the necessary libraries and packages in python

In this step we imported various libraries and packages which we were going

to use in our system, we imported the following packages/libraries:

1. Pandas: It is a python library used for working with datasets.

2. Numpy : It is a python library used while working with arrays and it stands

for Numerical Python

3. Matplotlib.pyplot: It is a collection of functions which make matplotlib

work like MATLAB.

4. Seaborn : It is a library used for making statistical graphs in python

Column

number

Column Name Description

1 business_id Unique Business ID

2 date Date of Review

3 review_id Review ID

4 stars Stars given by the user

5 text Review given by the user

6 type Type of text entered

7 user_id Unique Used ID

8 cool The no of cool votes received

9 useful The no of useful votes received

10 funny The no of funny votes received
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5. Ntlk: It stands for Natural Language Toolkit and is used to pre-process text

data for further analysis like with ML models.

6. String: It’s a built in module and we have to import it before using any of it

constraints and classes.

7. Math: It’s a built in module that can be used for mathematical tasks.

8. Sklearn: It stands for Scikit-learn and is the most useful and robust library

for using ML in python.

The code for the same is shown below:

Fig 3. Importing Libraries and Packages

3.4 Loading and analyzing the dataset

In this step we loaded the dataset using the read_csv function of Pandas

module and also analyzed it by checking the shape of dataset, name of

columns, datatype of each column and at last checked a few entries in the

dataset.

The code of the following is shown below:
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Fig 4. Loading and Analyzing the Dataset
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3.5 Creating a new column for no of words in review

In this step we have created a new column to enter the length or find the no of

words that are there in a review using the apply(len) function the code of the

following is shown below :

Fig 5. Creation of new column length

3.6 Visualization

In this step we perform the step of visualizing the dataset to find the

correlation between stars and the length of review , we are using seaborn to

plot the graph.

Visualization is a very important step while applying the algorithms as it helps

in a better understanding of the dataset and its features.

We will visualize the dataset by making a Histogram of the stars and the

length.
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The code of the following is shown below :

Fig 6. Visualization

3.7 Finding mean values of the vote columns

There are three vote columns – Cool, Useful and Funny , so in this step we

will find the mean values of the votes with respect to the starts given to the

reviews.

Here we will be using the mean function

The code of the following is :

Fig 7. Mean Values of Votes
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3.8 Correlation between the vote columns

In this step we find the correlation between the three vote columns and found

that there was a negative correlation between Cool and Useful, Cool and

Funny & Cool and Length columns and a positive correlation between the

Columns Funny and Useful, Funny and Length, Useful and Length. By this we

concluded that longer reviews tend to be funny and useful.

The code for the following is shown below :

Fig 8. Correlation between vote columns

3.9 Classifying the dataset and splitting it in reviews and stars

In this step we are going to classify the dataset and will split it in

reviews and stars.

It is being done to help us in running the algorithms more

efficiently and get the best result possible from the dataset.
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The code is shown below :

Fig 9. Classifying and splitting the Dataset

3.10 Data Cleaning

It is the most important step as the data which is to be used while performing

the ML algo’s must be cleaned and must not contains the stopwords like the, a ,

an, in etc as these words make the processing time longer, therefore it is

important to remove these words.

The code of the same is as follows :

Fig 10. Data Cleaning
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3.11 Vectorization
Vectorization is a major step done to speed up the python code without using

loops. Using these can help in minimizing the running time of code efficiently.

Various operations are being performed over vector such as dot product of

vectors.

We also used the vectorization in our system the code is shown below :
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Fig 11. Vectorization
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3.12 Vectorization of whole review set and checking of sparse matrix

In this step we performed vectorization of the whole review set and also

checked the sparse matrix which is termed as matrix in which most of the

elements are 0 and it contains data in few positions, also the memory

consumed by this is made up of zeroes.

The code of the following is as shown below:

Fig 12. Vectorization and Checking of Sparse Matrix

3.13 Splitting the dataset into testing and training set

It is very important to train and develop an algorithm to help predict the data if

machine learning is to ensure efficient model computation. The information

collected by specialists is usually divided into datasets, which are then used

for training and testing. These sets typically include a training, validation, and

test set. The method can be used to make educated guesses on de-identified

data to evaluate the overall performance of ML algorithms. This is a quick and

easy way to do it, and the results allow testing the effectiveness of ML

algorithms against the complexity of predictive modelling. Although the

process is easy to use and compile, there are cases where the process is not

worth implementing immediately, such as when the database is inconsistent

and the database is small, or when more setup is needed. After developing the
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model using a supervised learning technique, mtxlel was initially added to the

training data. The current model or the model we built uses the training data to

get the result, and based on the result, we can determine whether the model

has succeeded in predicting the prices or not.

In our model we use a train test distribution with a sample size of 0.2, the

method results in two X train, X test, Y train and Y test, these values   are

then stored in an array, now the stored. Value would be used in his analysis for

fun. For this we use the sklearn library in python.

The code for the following is shown below:

Fig 13. Splitting the Dataset in Testing and Training set

3.14 Models Used

We used six machine learning algorithms in our project i.e. as follows:

1. Multinomial Naive Bayes

2. Random Forest Classifier

3. Decision Tree Classifier

4. Support Vector Machines

5. Gradient Boosting Classifier

6. K-Nearest Neighbor Classifier

3.14.1 Multinomial Naive Bayes

The Multinomial Naive Bayes algorithm is based on a Bayesian learning

approach popular in Natural Language Processing(NLP). This program

guesses the tag of a text, such as an email or a newspaper story, using the
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Bayes theorem. It calculates each tag’s likelihood for each and every sample

and outputs the tag with highest chance.

It is a strong tool used for analyzing text input and solving problems with

numerous classes, as the Naive Bayes Algorithm is based on Bayes Theorem it

is necessary to know about what Bayes Theorem is. The Bayes Theorem was

developed by Thomas Bayes which estimates the likelihood of occurrence

based on prior knowledge of the events conditions.

When the predictor B is itself available then we calculate the likelihood of

class A, we use the formula:

P(A|B) = P(A)*P(B|A)/P(B)

Fig 14. Flowchart of Multinomial Naive Bayes
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Advantages:

 It is a simple algorithm to use because all we have to do is to calculate

probability.

 This approach works for both continuous and discrete data.

 It’s a straightforward algo. And can be used to forecast real-time

applications

Disadvantages:

 The prediction accuracy is lower than other

 Non-appropriate for regression

 It can only be used for classifying textual input but no numeric values.

We are using Multinomial Naive Bayes over Gaussian because assumptions of

Gaussian Naive Bayes aren’t met with sparse data and a simple Gaussian fit

over the data will not result in a good fit or prediction.

The code we used is as follows:
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Fig 15. Code for Multinomial Naive Bayes

3.14.2 Random Forest Classifier

Both classification and regression can be done using a supervised learning

method called a random forest. On the other hand, its main use is in

classification problems. Since trees are the main component of a forest, a

forest with more trees is naturally stronger.

Similarly, the random forest method builds a decision tree from data samples,

receives predictions from each side, and then votes to select the best answer.

Averaging the results reduces over fitting, making this ensemble technique

better than a single decision tree.

Fig 16. Flowchart of Random Forest Classifier
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Advantages:

 Random Forest is capable of performing both Classification and

Regression tasks.

 It is capable of handling large datasets with high dimensionality.

 It enhances the accuracy of the model and prevents the overfitting issue.

Disadvantages:

 It can be used for both classification and regression tasks, but are not

suitable for regression tasks

We used the algo. and the code for the following is as shown below:

Fig 17. Code for Random Forest Classifier

3.14.3 Decision Tree Classifier

A decision tree is a supervised learning method that can be used to solve

classification and regression problems, but is mostly used to solve
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classification problems. It is a tree-structured classifier, where internal nodes

represent the features of the dataset, branches represent the classification rules,

and individual leaf nodes represent the result. Two nodes – a decision node

and a leaf node – form a decision tree. A decision is made by a decision node

that has multiple branches, while a leaf node represents the result of a decision

and has no other branches.

The functions of the transferred data set are used to perform tests or make

decisions. It is a graphical representation that shows all the possibilities of

solving a problem or making a decision depending on certain parameters.

Because it starts from the root node and develops into a tree-like structure

through other branches, it is called a decision tree.

To build the tree, we use the CART algorithm, which stands for Classification

and Regression Tree Algorithm.

A decision tree simply asks a question and based on the answer (yes/no)

further divides the tree into sub trees.

Fig 18. Flowchart of Decision Tree Classifier
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Advantages:

 It is simple to understand as it is based on the process on how human

makes day to day decisions.

 It is very useful for solving decision related problems.

 It helps us to think about all the possible outcomes of a problem.

 It requires less data cleaning than others algorithms.

Disadvantages:

 It is complex as it contains a lot of layers.

 An Overfitting issue can arise at any point, which can be resolved by

using Random Forest Algorithm.

 The computational complexity of the algo may increase with an increase

in labels.

The Code we used in our system is shown below:
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Fig 19. Code for Decision Tree Classifier

3.14.4 Support Vector Machines

One of the most commonly used supervised learning methods, Support Vector

Machine (SVM), is used to solve classification and regression problems. In

machine learning, it is often used to solve classification problems.

The purpose of the SVM method is to create an optimal decision boundary or

line that can divide the n-dimensional space into classes so that we can quickly

classify new data points in the future. This optimal decision boundary is also

called the hyperplane.

The hyperplane is created with SVM by selecting extreme points and vectors.

The support vectors associated with these extreme cases are the name of an

algorithm known as SVM.
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Fig 20. Flowchart of Support Vector Machine

Advantages:

 It is very effective in high-dimensional cases.

 It is memory efficient as it uses a subset of training points in the decision

defined as support vectors.
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 Different kernel functions can be used for decision functions and it is

possible to specify custom kernel also.

The code we implemented is as follows:

Fig 21. Code for Support Vector Machines

3.14.5 Gradient Boosting Classifier

Gradient Boosting Classifier is a popular machine learning algorithm that is

used for classification tasks. It belongs to the family of boosting algorithms

and is based on the principle of ensemble learning, where multiple weak

learners are combined to form a strong learner.

In gradient boosting, decision trees are used as the weak learners. The

algorithm works by sequentially adding decision trees to the ensemble, with

each new tree attempting to correct the errors made by the previous ones. The

process continues until the desired level of accuracy is achieved or a specified

number of trees have been added.

The “gradient” in the name refers to the fact that the algorithm uses gradient

descent optimization to minimize the loss function while training the model.

The loss function measures the difference between the predicted and actual
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values of the target variable, and the gradient descent algorithm updates the

model parameters in the direction of steepest descent of the loss function to

minimize it.

Overall, Gradient Boosting Classifier is a powerful and widely-used algorithm

for classification tasks, known for its ability to handle complex datasets with

high-dimensional feature spaces and achieve high accuracy.

Fig 22. Flowchart of Gradient Boosting Classifier

Advantages:

 It is more accurate than other models.

 Trains faster on larger datasets.
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 They can provide support handling categorical features

 Some of them can handle missing values natively.

Disadvantages

 These are prone to overfiting.

 In this the models can be computationally expensive i.e. can take long tim

e to train.

 It is hard to interpret the final models.

The code we used is as follows

Fig 23. Code for Gradient Boosting Classifier
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3.14.6 K-Nearest Neighbor

KNN is an easy-to-use, supervised machine learning (ML) technique that is fre

quently used in missing value imputation. It can be utilized for classification o

r regression problems. The user can choose K to specify how many Neighbour

ing observations will be used in the algorithm.

While comparing the large values of K with very small values of k large ones

are more robust to the outliers and can provide us more solid boundaries of de

cision. For example, K=4 is preferable than K=2, which may result in utcom

e that are unfavourable in nature.

Fig 24. Flowchart of KNN Classifier
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Advantages

 It does not require any training period as it stores the training dataset and l

earns from it while making the predictions and also termed as Lazy Learn

er.

 In this new data can be added seamlessly as it does not require training

period.

 Very easy to implement.

Disadvantages

 Does not work well with large dataset.

 Unable to work with high dimensions.

 Needs feature scaling.

 Very sensitive to noisy/unbalanced data, missing values and outliers.

The code we used is shown below
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Fig 25. Code for KNN Classifier

3.15 Score Comparison Visualization

This was the step in which we compared all the models we used in our system

by making a line graph using the pyplot function of matplotlib in python

In this we also printed the Scores of all the algorithms for which we used the

following code with output:

Fig 26. Comparing score of all algorithms

The code we used for plotting the line graph was as shown below
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Fig 27. Code for Line Graph

3.16 Selecting the best algorithm and predicting Positive, Negative

and Average review

In this step we will select the algorithm having the best accuracy and use it for

predicting the Positive, Average and Negative review

For Positive review the code is

Fig 28. Code for Positive Review
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For Average review the code is

Fig 29. Code for Average Review

For Negative review the code is

Fig 30. Code for Negative review

3.17 Classifying the review by no of stars

In this step we will be finding the no of reviews under each no of stars i.e.

from 1 to 5

The code with output for the following is
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Fig 31. Classification w.r.t no of stars
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTS & RESULT ANALYSIS

4.1 Discussion on the results we got

We applied all the algorithms on our system and checked the accur

acies, then from them selected the best algo to predict the positive,

average, and negative review

The models we used in our project were as follows

1. Multinomial Naive Bayes

2. Random Forest Classifier

3. Decision Tree Classifier

4. Support Vector Machines

5. Gradient Boosting Classifier

6. K-Nearest Neighbor Classifier

We calculated the following parameters of each algorithm

1. Accuracy/Score

2. Confusion Matrix

The Accuracy results were as follows
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1. Multinomial Naïve Bayes

Fig 32. Result of Multinomial Naïve Bayes

Here the Score is 76.94.

2. Random Forest Classifier

Fig 33. Result of Random Forest Classifier

Here the Score is 68.92.
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3. Decision Tree Classifier

Fig 34. Result of Decision Tree Classifier

Here the Score is 64.59.

4. Support Vector Machine

Fig 35. Result of Support Vector Machine

Here the Score is 71.08
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5. Gradient Boosting Classifier

Fig 36. Result of Gradient Boosting Classifier

Here the Score is 73.78

6. K-Nearest Neighbor Classifier

Fig 37. Result of K-Nearest Neighbor Classifier

Here the Score is 61.35
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So the results we got are shown in the table below

Sr. No. Name of Algorithm Accuracy/Score Precision

1 Multinomial Naïve Bayes 76.94 0.75

2 Random Forest 68.92 0.78

3 Decision Tree 64.59 0.56

4 Support Vector Machine 71.08 0.76

5 Gradient Boosting 73.78 0.75

6 K-Nearest Neighbor 61.35 0.58

Table 3 Algorithms Accuracy and Precision

We also made a graph for visualizing our comparison of Algorithms

Graph 1 Accuracy Comparison Graph

4.2 Project Outcome

Best score: 76.94

Best Model: Multinomial Naive Bayes
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Worst Model: K-Nearest Neighbor Classifier

As we concluded that Multinomial Naïve Bayes has the best Accuracy/Score

so we will use it for predicting all the positive, average and negative reviews

The codes with output are as follows

For Positive

Fig 38. Positive Review Prediction
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For Average

Fig 39. Average Reviews Prediction
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For Negative

Fig 40. Negative Reviews Prediction
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

5.1 Conclusions
Firstly we took a dataset from kaggle named yelp.csv and it contained 10000 r
eviews made by various people and it also contained the votes which were giv
en by people like funny, useful and cool.

First of all we implemented all the required packages and libraries in python, t
hen we loaded and analyzed the dataset in order to check the level of unstabilit
y of the dataset

Then we visualized it and did the cleaning of dataset by removing the stop wor
ds which is an important step as it results in slow computation time.

Then we performed the vectorization of the whole dataset.

Then we trained our dataset and performed all the algorithms and got the follo
wing results:

Sr. No. Name of Algorithm Accuracy/Score Precision

1 Multinomial Naïve Bayes 76.94 0.75

2 Random Forest 68.92 0.78

3 Decision Tree 64.59 0.56

4 Support Vector Machine 71.08 0.76

5 Gradient Boosting 73.78 0.75

6 K-Nearest Neighbor 61.35 0.58

Table 4 Final Results

At last we concluded that Multinomial Naïve Bayes was the best algorithm a
mong all the algorithms we used and further we used to predict the reviews as
Positive, Average and Negative.

We found the following values after prediction

Review Type Actual Rating Predicted Rating
Positive 5 5
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Average 3 3
Negative 3 3

Table 5 Prediction Table

We found that our prediction was 100 % Accurate.

5.2 Applications of the project

The Fake Review Detection Project can have several applications in various in
dustries. Here are a some examples:

1. In E-commerce: Online marketplaces like Amazon, eBay, and others c
an use fake review detection tools to identify and remove fraudulent re
views.

2. In Hospitality and Travel: Online travel agencies like TripAdvisor and
Booking.com can use fake review detection tools to identify fake revie
ws and ensure that the feedback provided by customers is genuine.

3. In Restaurants: Restaurants can use fake review detection tools to ident
ify fake reviews on platforms like Yelp, Google, and Facebook.

4. In Healthcare: Online healthcare service providers can use fake review
detection tools to identify fake reviews and ensure that patients receive
accurate information about their services.

5. In Finance: Financial service providers can use fake review detection t
ools to identify fake reviews and ensure that customers receive genuine
feedback about their services.

Overall, fake review detection can help businesses build trust with customers,
maintain their online reputation, and improve the overall quality of their servic
es.

5.3 Limitations of the Project

1. We found an accuracy of 76.94 i.e. for Multinomial Naïve Bayes
and our still searching an algo. with 100 % accuracy
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5.4 Contributions

1. Devesh Kumar Singh

Found the Dataset, Classified the data, cleaned the unnecessary columns, train
ed the dataset, implemented NB, RF, DT Algo’s.

2. Kanishak Vyas

Implemented the SVM, XGB, KNN Algo’s, Analysed the accuracy and
precision, Discovered the final result.

5.5Future Scope

This project can help us in reducing the trend of fake reviews which are contri
buting highly in manipulating the customers to make wrong decision while pur
chasing anything online. So we have made this project and got a highest accur
acy of 76.94 which is very low and we need to find different algo. which can g
ive us a accuracy of absolute 100 %.
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APPENDICES

(1) Major Codes of the file:

First we imported the Important liabraries

The code is:

import pandas as pd

import numpy as np

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

import seaborn as sns

import nltk

from nltk.corpus import stopwords

import string

import math

from sklearn.feature_extraction.text import CountVectorizer

from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split, cross_val_score

from sklearn.metrics import classification_report

from sklearn.metrics import confusion_matrix, accuracy_score, roc_auc_score,
roc_curve

from sklearn.model_selection import GridSearchCV

%matplotlib inline

Then Loaded the dataset and analyzed it the code for that is:

data = pd.read_csv('yelp.csv')

print("Shape of the dataset:")

print(data.shape)

print("Column names:")

print(data.columns)

print("Datatype of each column:")

print(data.dtypes)

print("Few dataset entries:")
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print(data.head())

data.describe(include='all')

Then we created a new column for length to make applying of algorithms a bit
easier the code is:

data['length'] = data['text'].apply(len)

data.head()

Then we did the visualization by making a graph and the code is:

graph = sns.FacetGrid(data=data,col='stars')

graph.map(plt.hist,'length',bins=50,color='blue')

Then found the mean value of the columns by using the code:

stval = data.groupby('stars').mean()

stval

Then found the correlation between the vote columns i.e. Cool,Funny,Useful

The code is:

stval.corr()

Then we performed the classification and split it in reviews and stars, the code
for the same is:

data_classes = data[(data['stars']==1) | (data['stars']==3) | (data['stars']==5)]

data_classes.head()

print(data_classes.shape)

x = data_classes['text']

y = data_classes['stars']

print(x.head())

print(y.head())
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Then we performed the data cleaning which is a necessary step before
performing the algorithms the code is:

def text_process(text):

nopunc = [char for char in text if char not in string.punctuation]

nopunc = ''.join(nopunc)

return [word for word in nopunc.split() if word.lower() not in
stopwords.words('english')]

Then we performed the vectorization on some reviews the code is:

vocab = CountVectorizer(analyzer=text_process).fit(x)

print(len(vocab.vocabulary_))

r0 = x[0]

print(r0)

vocab0 = vocab.transform([r0])

print(vocab0)

print("Getting the words back:")

print(vocab.get_feature_names_out()[19648])

print(vocab.get_feature_names_out()[10643])

Then we did the vectorization of whole dataset and also checked the sparse
matrix the code is:

x = vocab.transform(x)

print("Shape of the sparse matrix: ", x.shape)

print("Non-Zero occurences: ",x.nnz)

density = (x.nnz/(x.shape[0]*x.shape[1]))*100

print("Density of the matrix = ",density)

Then we did the splitting and training of the dataset and the code is:

x_train,x_test,y_train,y_test=train_test_split(x,y,test_size=0.2,random_state=1
01)
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Then did the modeling and performed the algorithms the code is:

#Multinomial Naïve Bayes

from sklearn.naive_bayes import MultinomialNB

model1 = MultinomialNB()

model1.fit(x_train,y_train)

pred = model1.predict(x_test)

print("Confusion Matrix for Multinomial Naive Bayes:")

print(confusion_matrix(y_test,pred))

print("Score:",round(accuracy_score(y_test,pred)*100,2))

print("Classification Report:",classification_report(y_test,pred))

#Random Forest

from sklearn.ensemble import RandomForestClassifier

model2 = RandomForestClassifier()

model2.fit(x_train,y_train)

pred = model2.predict(x_test)

print("Confusion Matrix for Random Forest Classifier:")

print(confusion_matrix(y_test,pred))

print("Score:",round(accuracy_score(y_test,pred)*100,2))

print("Classification Report:",classification_report(y_test,pred))

#Decision Tree

from sklearn.tree import DecisionTreeClassifier

model3= DecisionTreeClassifier()

model3.fit(x_train,y_train)

pred = model3.predict(x_test)

print("Confusion Matrix for Decision Tree:")

print(confusion_matrix(y_test,pred))

print("Score:",round(accuracy_score(y_test,pred)*100,2))

print("Classification Report:",classification_report(y_test,pred))

#Support Vector Machines

from sklearn.svm import SVC
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model4 = SVC(random_state=101)

model4.fit(x_train,y_train)

pred = model4.predict(x_test)

print("Confusion Matrix for Support Vector Machines:")

print(confusion_matrix(y_test,pred))

print("Score:",round(accuracy_score(y_test,pred)*100,2))

print("Classification Report:",classification_report(y_test,pred))

#Gradient Boosting

from sklearn.ensemble import GradientBoostingClassifier

model5=GradientBoostingClassifier(learning_rate=0.1,max_depth=5,max_fea
tures=0.5,random_state=999999)

model5.fit(x_train,y_train)

pred = model5.predict(x_test)

print("Confusion Matrix for Gradient Boosting Classifier:")

print(confusion_matrix(y_test,pred))

print("Score:",round(accuracy_score(y_test,pred)*100,2))

print("Classification Report:",classification_report(y_test,pred))

#K-Nearest Neighbor

from sklearn.neighbors import KNeighborsClassifier

model6 = KNeighborsClassifier(n_neighbors=10)

model6.fit(x_train,y_train)

pred = model6.predict(x_test)

print("Confusion Matrix for K Neighbors Classifier:")

print(confusion_matrix(y_test,pred))

print("Score: ",round(accuracy_score(y_test,pred)*100,2))

print("Classification Report:")

print(classification_report(y_test,pred))

Then we did the score comparison visualization to check the best algorithms
among the algorithms we used.
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The code is:

scorenb=round(model1.score(x_test,y_test)*100,2)

scorerf=round(model2.score(x_test,y_test)*100,2)

scoredt=round(model3.score(x_test,y_test)*100,2)

scoresvm=round(model4.score(x_test,y_test)*100,2)

scorexgb=round(model5.score(x_test,y_test)*100,2)

scoreknn=round(model6.score(x_test,y_test)*100,2)

print("Scores are as follows:")

print("Multinomial Naive Bayes : "+str(scorenb))

print("Random Forest Classifier : "+str(scorerf))

print("Decision Tree : "+str(scoredt))

print("Support Vector Machines : "+str(scoresvm))

print("Gradient Boosting Classifier : "+str(scorexgb))

print("K Neighbors Classifier : "+str(scoreknn))

Then we created a graph for a better visualization of our results the code of the
same is:

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

models=['NB','RF','DT','SVM','XGB','KNN']

accuracy=[scorenb,scorerf,scoredt,scoresvm,scorexgb,scoreknn]

plt.plot(models,accuracy,'b-o',label='Accuracy comparision plot');

plt.xlabel('Models')

plt.ylabel('Accuracy')

plt.legend()

plt.show()

Then we used the best algorithms to predict our reviews as Positive, Average
and Negative the code for all three is shown below:

For Positive

# POSITIVE REVIEW
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pr = data['text'][0]

print(pr)

print("Actual Rating: ",data['stars'][0])

pr_t = vocab.transform([pr])

print("Predicted Rating:")

model1.predict(pr_t)[0]

For Average:

#Average Review

ar = data['text'][16]

print(ar)

print("Actual Rating: ",data['stars'][16])

ar_t = vocab.transform([ar])

print("Predicted Rating:")

model1.predict(ar_t)[0]

For Negative:

#Negative Review

nr = data['text'][16]

print(nr)

print("Actual Rating: ",data['stars'][23])

nr_t = vocab.transform([nr])

print("Predicted Rating:")

model1.predict(nr_t)[0]

Then at last we used a code to show the distribution of reviews on the stars
they got the code is:

count = data['stars'].value_counts()

print(count)


